Space Sickness

(If we went to the stars and there were no monsters we would make our own by design omission or error)

The concept of human civilisation spanning more than one sola system presented a problem. It became a fact that with advanced engines a star ship could move infinitely faster than the communications for that ship leading to no end of problems. Those problems only expanded as colonies reached out to other planets further and further away from earth. There was a solution Human civilisation across the galaxy was maintained by the wave, a faster than light communication relay system. The wave relied on small relay stations to keep it working located about every four to five light years apart boosting and transmitting signals. The relay stations had human caretakers but they were pretty redundant, but insurance agreements made them a requirement. Statistically there was more chance the station would need to take care of the caretaker than the other way around. The stations computers were designed to watch out for humans suffering from space sickness or any other human ailment. The AI was a robust one with a strong medical and psychological analysis subroutine unless someone was silly enough to mess around with it then god alone could guess what trouble one lonely little human could get herself into. 

Station LV67-427 was pretty remote half way between two of the furthest points on the wave network. Sue Green was the maintenance technician on the relay satellite. She was twenty two just recently graduating from university with a  degree in engineering. The big companies liked to see that someone had the commitment for other work by doing one of these sorts of boring assignments. Before they would hire someone to work on a big decade spanning project like the construction of atmospheric processor tailored to convert a specific world to a habitable human environment a job that Miss Green was quite interested in, hence her volunteering for this assignment.

Sue was also a pretty girl a natural brunet with long curvy legs a cute round butt, a little large as far as she was concerned but most would not complain. A trim waist and two other nice assets that rounded out her figure. She had a short bob of black hair and a cheeky smile. She wore blue overalls black boots and not much else it was just her on the station and the isolation could make engineers a little exocentric. There wasn’t much out there but the small station, perhaps an occasional passing drone transport or probe. It was in all likelihood just her alone for 6 months until her relief arrived on another shuttle. When she had first gotten to the station she had a two hour handover with the previous technician a shy thin girl, Penny might have been her name. Who had mentioned a little about losing something, she had been embarrassed and vague something about some personal program and an intermittent fault with a manoeuvring thruster was all Sue could remember without looking through the maintenance diary. 

The stations computer AI was called Domina3X, she had been named by the previous technician for some reason rather than a standard caretaker designation. The station’s AI had a very feminine voice with husky overtones somewhat suggestive in her speech pattern. Sue would get around to fixing that and installing something more standard she didn’t need seductive overtones when communicating with the AI. The previous technician must have been one hell of a hypochondriac according to the logs she spent most of her time in the medical bay. 

Sue soon found a small program chip at the bottom of a maintenance panel. She wondered what it was. There was a file name ‘Naughty Girl’ when she plugged it into the computer she got quite a surprise. It seemed to be a highly detailed self bondage program for the station to run on the current technician, maybe the other technician developed it herself out of boredom maybe she deliberately chose this assignment so that she could have the space to try something like this out. Sue was disgusted by it the programmed detailed very secure ways of containing and stimulating a young woman. Sue should have probably removed the data chip when she inserted it into the computer, but she was too shocked to think clearly for that moment, it started a random timer the program remained dormant up until that point. It was only 2 days later when it happened.

Sue remembered the auto dispenser had malfunctioned on the station when she had sat down to her diner. She had sat down starting to drink her usual grape juice. It had a strange taste and she frowned at her drink. Domina3x observed her, seeing this, the system announced "synthesis error in food processor. Do you want an alternative?” “I think it's a bit sour," Sue replied, "It's not too bad, but I would reinstall the food synthesisers drivers." "Drink up," Domina3X commented in a suspiciously cheerful voice. Sue drained the glass in one large swallow, shuddering slightly at the bitter aftertaste. Sue moved towards the synthesiser for her main coarse then stopped, thinking of the effort involved in running a check she was going to getting a ration pack from stores instead.

The doors slid open one of the box like maintenance bots entered the room it ran on two narrow tracks, it was looking at Sue. Moving in a strange way. Sue couldn't fathom what was wrong. Suddenly the room began to swim in and out of focus. She clutched her head as she felt so dizzy, she clutched her stomach that didn’t feel to good either. Domina3X said something strange “initiating program naughty girl”, "Are you all right, Sue? Do you think you'd better lie down?" 

Sue stood up, she was finding it very hard to think she was very glad when the maintenance bot gently grabbed her arm to steady her it griped her other arm around the wrist and gently lead her from the mess. With the machines support, Sue was led to the medical bay where the robot helped her to lie on the diagnostic bed. Sue shut her eyes to stop the world spinning around her and felt herself falling into a deep abyss the robots cold claws started to move her body as she dozed off.

When Sue woke, her mouth felt as if her tongue was made of fur she had an odd fuzzy headache. She'd only had the one glass of that juice the machine should not be able to malfunction that badly there were safety protocols on top of safety protocols, she thought to herself as she struggled to wake up fully. She was aware of wetness under her the general aches and cramps of her muscles and her back was sticky with sweat she wondered how long had she been out? 

She tried to sit up and found that her wrists and ankles were held down. Opening her eyes, she saw that she was in what looked to be an adult sized baby cot made from steel tubing, the diagnostic bed could change shape but she didn’t realise it could do this unless it was part of the other technicians self bondage program. That would be right, she felt herself blush it was embarrassing to be caught in something like this. She needed to pull that computer chip out of the system and smash it. She groaned she had left the program running. She pulled against her restraints they were worryingly very solid. Her wrists and ankles were fastened to the bars of the cot by padded straps and she was lying, completely naked, on a rubber sheet, she grew more embarrassed on display helpless in the medical room.

At that moment, The monitor above the bed sprang to life Sue could see an avatar of the computer Domina3X dressed in a Rubber nurses' uniforms, with a white rubber apron over the top it she was represented by a pleasant female face, made up like a seductress thick eye shadow Crimson lips. Domina3X began "Naughty Girl I was beginning to wonder whether I had given you too many sedatives, please indicate chosen safe word to abort," "What the hell's going on I didn’t start your program?" asked Sue, angrily. Domina3X responded "I Carried out a psychiatric review when you got on the station you are a very naughty little girl now I need to begin your treatment Sue it's started right now." 

Sue was embarrassed trapped in someone else’s little fantasy "Look Domina3X, let me up and we'll forget everything." "Negative, you must use the correct safe word try 1 of 3 failed" Domina3X responded with a triumphant tone in her voice, "I am going to help you fulfil your fantasies your consent is not required.’ I am following protocols for dealing with naughty little girls' you would not have co-operated, So now you’re restrained, I am going to treat you for your psychosis!" Sue struggled against the restraints on her wrists and ankles but they were so tight she could even budge them. "Naughty Girl don't bother" Domina3X responded, "The straps have a strong core the same material is used in the docking clamps. They are replicated based on the configuration that is used in hospital ships to hold down disturbed patients, even ones with enhanced cybernetic implants or gene re-sequencing, Naughty girl you won't get out of them. Struggle like that and you'll only hurt yourself!"

Sue lay back on the bed, taking deep breaths, she started to yell “program 34 -269 activate” trying to remember the general emergency over ride code at the top of her voice. Mechanical arms emerged and stuffed a large pink pacifier shaped gag into Sue's surprised mouth then they strapped it in place behind her head. Domina3X responded "Naughty girl, you must use the correct safe word try 2 of 3 failed! I thought that you might try that, I have changed the codes but in-case you were lucky, I had the gag ready." Sue could taste the rubber gag it was large enough to push her tong to the bottom of her mouth, but she found that she could breathe through her mouth, as there was a small hole through the centre of the gag. The straps bit into the back of her head and she knew that Domina3x had her in its power, maybe her power would be a better word sue thought. 

She couldn't override it and she couldn't escape, perhaps some opportunity would eventually present itself, but from reading the program that looked like a small sliver of hope, Sue could feel fear and strangely a small tingle of excitement in the pit of her stomach. A pair of padded arms extended from the medical bed and lifted Sue off of the surface one under her hips a second under her shoulders. A second pair of manipulator arms removed the rubber sheet and worked some sort of  disposable absorbent pad under Sue's body until the protective pad extended from her head to her feet. The arms under her retracted lowering her down to the bead. A pair of arms gathered her hair up inside a sort of swimming cap. 

Domina3X spoke "Naughty girl weak biological life form that you are, you don't need hair, it just gets in the way" Domina3X said to Sue, "so I am going to deal with that first." More arms ending in spray nozzles positioned themselves over Sue. They proceeded to spray foam all over Sue's body. The machine covered Sue's eyes with a little pair of press on goggles, then sprayed her head as well. After a few minutes, Sue could feel mechanical arms scraping at her body, it tickled and Sue began to squirm against her restraints laughing, this went on for ages, the mechanical arms moved between her legs and started to pay a lot more attention there. Soon Sue found herself squirming around panting barely able to think as soft rubber wipers moved backwards and forwards over her sensitive skin. The machine washed her down from head to foot with little jets of warm soapy water the jets lingered over her breast and crotch. She was lifted up by the robotic arms again to allow them to get to the back of her body all the wile telling her she had been a naughty girl and needed to be disciplined. Finally the machine pulled away the covering over her eyes and hair. 

The machine replaced the pad under her with another one then placed her down quite gently. Domina3X "That was to stop the foam getting into your eyes and hair but if you misbehave you lose that your hair, really naughty girls learn that hair is a privilege not a right.” Sue thought of the idea of being shaved bald for misbehaving she went red. “To understand your predicament you can look at yourself now." The monitor became a mirror Sue twisted from side to side, Sue could see that she was completely hairless over her entire body. She looked down the foam had removed every last little bit of the hair between her legs her face turn red again. 

Sue was squirming somewhat as her bladder was begging for release. Domina3X noticed this "OK then, Sue, I will help you." A mechanical arm form the bed ending in a cone shaped white object moved closer to Sue. A second arm parted her clenched buttocks the cone sprayed her with KY Jelly. The large manipulator claw parted her buttocks further, it was humiliating but not yet painful. The first arm inserted itself into her back passage lubricated with the jelly. The first robotic arm pushed its end further into Sue’s back passage, pushing it up as far as it could go. Sue started to grumble and squirm against her restraints turning a deeper shade of crimson with the humiliation and the robotic intrusion. Shortly it released something into her back passage then it repeated it 3 more times. Domina3X chimed in "They're Industrolax suppositories. You need to empty your bowels anyway and these will help.” Sue had a hard time believing that this was actually someone’s fantasy it certainly was not hers but she was not in any position to escape, even if she did escape the entire station was controlled by Domina3X if she did get out the maintenance drones and robots could quickly overpower her if she didn’t get to the computer control really quickly and pull the chip.

Two mechanical arms took a cloth diaper and, as Sue struggled unsuccessfully, proceeded to diaper her with a thick wad of cloth, which pushed her legs even further apart. The arms then expertly slipped a pair rubber pants over the top of the diapers. They had to release her legs from the sides of the bed but that meant little Sue was not given the opportunity to put up any real resistance. The machine finished tucking the cloth in so that the whole of Sue's bottom was well encased by the rubber knickers.  

Shortly after that a large drip stand complete with a large plastic 'drip' bag filled with what appeared to be water slowly emerged from the wall. The drip stand moved by the bed and a mechanical arm plugged the tubing into Sue's gag and set the drip to let it run down at a fast rate. Domina3x continued sternly "Naughty Girl swallow when you feel your mouth filling up, or you'll choke. It's water mixed with other chemicals to ensure that you’re compliant". Sue felt the liquid fill her mouth and she swallowed hard and kept swallowing, with the need to avoid choking. “Naughty girl I am going to keep you tied up for your own good. I will leave you for an hour or so” Domina3x voice stopped. 

The monitor went blank again, a top section to the cot slowly manoeuvred into place above Sue it descended with several clicks as it locked to the rest of the frame. Sue panicked. She was fastened so firmly to the cot that she couldn't get free. Struggling had shown her that the only result of that would be to cause the straps to cut into her wrists and ankles. She had thought about trying to bend the tubing of the cot so that she could reach the fastenings, but after a great effort, she realised that the cot was too strong to bend like that it had not been constructed just for show. She shed a tear of frustration and anguish at the thought of her condition. The gag and straps had rendered her helpless to Domina3X will, she was literally as helpless as a baby.

An hour later the monitor came back to life. The top of the cot released and swung open two padded metal bars with a loop at one end rose from either side of the cot, the loops dangled over Sue's legs. Automated arms grabbed Sue's legs around the ankle. The cuffs connected to the sides of the cot released, Sue’s right foot was forced up into the loop. She tried to struggle but her body felt sluggish. The loop strap quickly fastened on the bar and the process was repeated on the left leg. She was so helpless against Domina3X she could hardly put up any resistance. Sue was still lying on her back on the absorbent sheet, with her buttocks slightly raised from the bed and her legs spread eagled apart, bent at the knee and help up in the air. "Naughty Girl these stirrups are used for gynaecological and urological operations. I am going to clean you up and then plumb you in to ensure that I can control you so that you have even less chance to misbehave." Domina3X told her more fear and anticipation rattled around in Sue‘s stomach and head she felt so small so helpless.

The two mechanical arms removed the rubber knickers cutting them apart. New ones could be made as easily as cleaning this pair. Then the robotic arms un-clipped and disposed of the diapers. The arms under Domina3X’s direction cleaned Sue and inserted a large probe into her rectum it swept around inside her uncomfortably causing her to murmur into her gag.  A robotic nozzle loaded with surgical disinfectant proceeded to spray paint Sue's abdomen and buttocks. Sue was stained yellow by the surgical scrub. A large hypodermic syringe on the end of an articulated arm rose from the bed, it had a nozzle rather than a needle. The syringe approached Sue’s vagina. Then inserted the nozzle into Sue's urethra Sue could feel the cold liquid going down her urethra and starting to sting . 

In a matter of seconds the stinging was replaced by numbness. Domina3X "Naughty girl it’s a sterile lubricant and local anaesthetic, to let me put a tube into your bladder. It'll stop this hurting and I wouldn't want to hurt my patient unless I absolutely have to, would I?" The Domina3X informed Sue. From another arm a round tipped rubber tube with two eyes near the end of the tube emerged. The mechanical arm put the tip of the catheter into Sue's urethra. The catheter forked near the end and stopped just before the fork reached the entrance to Sue‘s body. She could feel the tubing pressing inside her bladder and felt the pressure as the tubing had pushed Into her it made her want to squirm but she had little room left to move her face went red and she looked around the room it was strange it looked like the fabrication bay had been busy there was even a maintenance robot being re-fitted in one corner what was going on? 

A mechanical arm attached a syringe to the inflation funnel of the catheter. The machine injected the contents of the syringe, a balloon at the end of the catheter inflated it wouldn’t come out until Domina3X decided otherwise. A large drip bag emerged from the side of the bed on a drip stand a mechanical arm connected the end of the tubing to the catheter. Sue could feel the cold liquid filling her bladder, Sue shook her head furiously and screamed into her gag for it to stop. After half a minute the machine cut off the flow, leaving Sue so full that she felt that she would burst. Domina3X could control her so easily, and had been designed to. Sue was certain that the previous technician was insane to want something like this, when or if she got out she would have some choice words with her predecessor.

Another mechanical arm moved into place it held a large plug, it hovered over Sue’s anus a little lubricant and then it violently pushed its way into her rectum. Sue screamed into her gag, again as the metal instrument beside the plug forced her buttocks apart widening her, so that the machine could insert the very large catheter / plug. When the tip was in far enough, it inflated like a balloon, then the instrument spreading her buttocks apart disengaged. "Naughty Girl you've now got a catheter into your rectum and urethra. Any time I deem it necessary, I can fill you up” Domina3X calmly told Sue. 

A tube was fastened to the catheter plug in Sue's rectum. With mechanical skill, Sue was re-diapered. The diaper had locking clips, a new pair of rubber knickers were soon put back on her. The machine attached a tube to the catheter plug inserted into Sue's rectum. "Naughty Girl this is good old soap solution,” Domoina3X informed her. The valve opened and the strong soap solution ran in. Sue panicked there was no way to expel it unless Domina3x chose to let her. Sue was redefining humiliation as the computer closed the valve and disconnected the tubing, Sue was hysterical she screamed into her gag and pulling on her restraints she needed to find some release from the horrible treatment she found herself squirming to try and find some sort of relief from the massive quantity of soap bubbling around her belly. 

Another arm moved from the bed Sue pulled her head away as it advanced. But Domina3X chimed in “Naughty girl behave or do you want your belly round with lots of nice soapy water.” Sue held still the Mechanical arm put a large syringe into the gag in Sue's mouth. A strange tasting liquid filled Sue's mouth. She swallowed hard, rather than choke and shortly felt her senses being taken away from her and the pain as well good riddance she needed to sleep! she drifted again into a drugged sleep.

When Sue awoke, she was still in the same cot still as full as before, however she felt more restricted she looked up the gag was still clamped over her lips. But this time her arms and body was encased in a tight stretchy garment, which she quickly realised, was a straitjacket! She'd been in it some time as she could feel the dampness of her sweat and the smell of it. Her legs were still in the stirrups. The stirrups seemed to have been raised her legs were father apart. Raising her head slightly, Sue could get a better look at the straitjacket.

It was bright pink to start of with, there was a central chest strap to prevent Sue from lifting her arms over her head, the strap was 3 inches wide and very snug. Sue tried to pull her arms up and down she didn’t manage to move them more than half an inch in either direction. She could feel a high tight rigid neck to the jacket it prevented her from moving her head about much it was reinforced with multiple layers to make it rigid, it verged on a neck brace. She could just about see the edge of the garment all seams were quadruple sewn she could struggle for 6 months and she wasn’t going to escape. The jacket wasn’t canvas but it looked like it. Canvas didn’t stretch this did to accommodate her poor bulging belly.

There was a tight dual crotch strap over the diaper it held it firmly there to catch the small chance of a leak. Sue could feel tight under arm loops snugly holding her wrists in place she tried to move her arms but as before Sue could barely get an inch out of the jacket. The ends of the sleeves seemed to have extra padding around her hands to limit her movement. Though Sue could not see the back of the jacket she could feel it digging into her back. She could feel a lot of straps, there were sixteen straps fastened at the back of the jacket closed tightly where Sue could not reach them each locked to a specific electronic code.

All the strap holes had metal reinforcing eyelets even if Sue had a sharp edged to work against the jacket it would be useless. There were 2 belts that were part of a system all around through loops above below her breasts framing Sue’s attributes and keeping her arms in place. The straps dug into the sides of her arms pinning them to her body. There were extra fastening around the sleeves to narrow them making it impossible for Sue to remove the jacket even if she was released from her enforced hug. All the belts at the rear were fastened tight. The jacket had two layers of fabric to make it snug and secure witch also explained her profuse sweating. At the edge the jacket had rings fixed to it, the straps through these would prevent her turning over or sitting up. She was even more securely restrained than before! She looked around the room where the maintenance robot had been there was a cloth draped over something sue was nervous what horrible torture device could domina3X be building?

The monitor turned on, Domina3X "Don't struggle, Naughty Girl or I will Punish you. I have decided that the best course of therapy is if you can't talk, you need time alone to think.  I will upgrade the gag, I think that I have got the answer!" A mechanical arm held up a thick black rubber hood with holes for the nostrils and a hole for the gag to fit in Sue's mouth.  Coming from the hood were wires. "Naughty girl with this over your head you won't be able to see or hear anything unless I want to talk to you. With that, the mechanical arms removed the straps from the pacifier gag and pulled it from Sue's mouth. She immediately started to yell any and all security override codes she could think of. “Help over ride Gama six one factory reset protocol emergency shut down” Domina3X was not amused “Naughty Girl you must use the correct safe word try 3of 3 failed user locked out of program” The gag was thrust firmly back in again. 

Sue felt a mechanical arm strike her across her round ass her back side was being spanked by the machine and it was none to gentle, she guessed that it was calculating for the padding of the diaper. Domnina3X continued to berate her, "Bad girl I told you to behave.” Another mechanical arm moved into view with a syringe. Sue tried to keep her head away the pumps below her came to life and more water was pumped inside her stretched body. She shrieked then meekly complied as the mechanical arm put a large syringe into the gag in her mouth. A strange but familiar tasting liquid filled Sue's mouth. She swallowed reluctantly, rather than choke and shortly felt her senses being taken away from her, the extreme pain from her bottom and bloated body faded, as she drifted again into a drugged sleep Sue felt consciousness slipping away from her and she remembered no more.

When she came round again, she was aware that the hood was now over her head. She could smell the characteristic smell of thick rubber and only that. She couldn't see anything, not even light and shade there was padding pressing tightly over her eyes. She couldn't hear anything and the only sensations were where she was in contact with the bed, the absorbent sheet and the strait jacket, the gag plug seemed to be far lager and her jaw was painfully stretched. She could feel the ache in her ass from the spanking the stirrups seemed to have extended further leaving her even less movement the muscles in her thighs and calves ached from maintaining this position but she had no choice. She laid there for what seemed an eternity the enema inside her had been reduced thankfully a small mercy.   

Suddenly Domina3X voice came through the earplugs in the hood, "Naughty girl For you there's now no day or night. All you'll have is the feel of your plugged filled body and the tight jacket and diapers against your skin. I will keep you like this for months until you're cured." There was a pause “To help with your therapy I am now going to carry out a deep internal probe to asses you condition.” 

With that the computer went dead and Sue was back in her silent dark
restrained world. The straitjacket made her really perspire and she was aware that the Thick jacket was slick with her sweat. Unlike previously when her arms were tied to the sides of the cot, the strait jacket prevented movement and she could get no leverage to roll over.  Suddenly she felt the plug in her ass shift the liquid was drained away the plug slowly deflated. This was shortly followed by the removal of the rubber shorts and diaper.

There was a lot of lubricant then she could feel something being pushed into her back passage.  It hurt a lot, she was aware of the horrible pressure it seemed to go on and on forever.  Suddenly it expanded inside her, Sue despite the remainder of the drugs felt as if she was being torn apart.  Whatever it was opened even more as another wave of pain rolled over her body. Then she started to feel it vibrate slowly at first then more and more it was pulled out a little then pushed in further the vibrations grew in intensity. In short order Sue realised that she was rocking backwards and forwards in time with the thrusts she was biting down on her gag and curling her toes her back was arching and her nipples felt as hard as bullets. The enforced stimulation soon had her exploding, thrashing against her restraints in the most intense orgasm in her life. Maybe she could see why this program existed she sagged in her restraints. Sue felt the instrument contract then it slowly began to withdraw then the plug replaced it inflating to fill her body. Some sort of round probe was held tight against her pubic mound it slowly started to vibrate, Sue slowly felt her body build up slowly tantalisingly the stimulation brought her to struggle against the restraints not for freedom but to get closer to the source of the vibration and the promised pleasure. The probe slowly withdrew. The earphones came to life. Domina3X “naughty girl did you enjoy that, you are now ready to receive more therapy ready to get better, Sue?"

A tube was pushed into the gag a thick starchy liquid started to fill her mouth, she swallowed and swallowed. When that bag was empty, it was changed for another one.  After that the tube was removed from the gag and something else was inserted. Sue felt her mouth filling with an oily liquid and a revolting taste which she remembered castor oil!  She had to swallow everything and then the process was repeated again.  How much was the machine going to give her? She writhed in the jacket, making herself yet hotter and covered in more sweat, as her intestines seemed to be knotting themselves up with the massive dose of castor oil. The probe came back and tormented her again not letting her come. She wished for some measure of relief, a too familiar tasting liquid filled Sue's mouth. She swallowed reluctantly, her senses faded away from her and the pain was gone as she drifted again into a drugged sleep Sue felt consciousness slipping away from her and she remembered no more.

When she awoke, she realised that she was not so sweaty, but the jacket seemed much tighter. Sue tried to move but she didn’t have the inch of play she had had the last time. She guessed rightly, that the machine had taken the jacket off her and replaced it with a tighter one while she was asleep. Domins3X had a full fabrication station at her disposal she could make anything she wanted to control Sue.  Sue was getting weak a combination of the drugs and because her muscles were restrained by the strait jacket and the leg fastenings.  She was disorientated from the lack of visual and audio stimulus. She was living for the touch and occasional voice of her tormentor.

Suddenly the ankle straps were raised higher pulling Sue’s legs taunt. She felt the plug in her anus shift there was a flow of liquid into her back passage from the rectal catheter. The solution flowed and flowed until she prayed that Domina3X would stop before she burst. She tried to pull her knees up to her chest as the oxyphenisatin stimulant enema stimulated the muscles of her colon to contract fiercely.  The plug stayed put as her bowels fought to expel the enema.  Sweat poured off of her,
Making the straight jacket and hood slick with her perspiration as she struggled against the enema and the restraining straps.  Suddenly she felt more liquid flowing into her bladder as well. No! The pain was too much! She had to let go but she could not take it. The probe returned hard up against her body it was vibrating at a much higher setting despite the pain she felt her body betray her. She was soon thrashing against her restraints biting down on the gag not in pain but in the throws of another earth shattering orgasm leaving her weak and spent.

Then the machine drained the liquid away, but as soon as she was empty another enema flowed in again and she was made to hold it almost at the same volume as the last.  Again she was left to fight the urgent contractions of her colon as it felt as if it were being tied in knots. To her horror, this process was repeated three more times with more stimulation from the probe applied to her body between each leaving her absolutely exhausted from the muscular exertions of her tiered body as it was forced to orgasm and struggle in a heady mix of pain and pleasure. Domina3X voice began again “good night sue” A familiar tasting liquid filled Sue's mouth. She swallowed, her senses faded away from her and she drifted into a nightmare filled sleep. 

Sue woke up she wasn’t sure of how long Domina3X had her in its grips her perception of time was starting to go funny from the drugs and the isolation hood. She realised she was warm uncomfortably so Domina3X had changed her position and her straight jacket, the padding beneath her had been altered to accommodate the jacket. Her arms were now tucked tightly behind her body. There was a central strap to prevent Sue from moving her arms up or down. It was more like a tight column of material running from wrist to elbow over her arms. The gap between the jacket and the bed gave her no wiggle room so it was completely redundant but Domina3X did seem to like to use lots of redundant restraints. The tube of fabric appeared to have been riveted to the straight jacket. Sue could feel a high tight rigid neck to the jacket it prevented her from moving her head at all. There were bars of some sort between the layers of fabric she could just make them out pushing into her neck keeping her head rigidly in place, like some sort of trauma collar.

Domina3X had gone over board instead of quadruple sewing all the seams the jacket she had riveted them shut. Sue could struggle for a life time and it would make no difference she wasn't going to escape the jacket. The only part of the jacket that could be released was the tight dual crotch strap it was far wider and snugger than its predecessors. The diaper it held tightly over Sues crotch had been redesigned it had extra padding and two locking clasps, even if Sue was not wearing the straight jacket she would have been unable to get it off. Sue could feel tight arm loops snugly holding her upper arms tightly to her sides she tried to move her arms but she could barely shrug a shoulder. The feel of the jacket had changed there were no buckles digging into her back. She could no longer feel a lot of straps they were gone the edges of the two sides were now riveted shut together at the back of the jacket closed tightly. Sue was beginning to grasp that this straight jacket had been constructed around her while she slept.

There were no strap holes apart from the crotch straps the rest of the straps had been riveted in place. It was very hot there were three layers of tight fabric. The jacket had been sculpted around her waist it was very tight. There were 2 metal reinforcing belts around her stomach tightly squeezing her through the fabric. Sues breasts strained against the compression framing Sue’s attributes. There were extra fastening around the sleeves to narrow them and extra padding turning them into mittens making it impossible for sue to move her fingers at all each finger had its own little compartment. Sue realised she would be trapped inside the jacket for a long period of time Domina3X had literally sealed her inside it. 

The hood seemed to have been upgraded as well she could smell that characteristic smell of thick rubber but it was somehow stronger any variation would have been a welcome change but it was just the same. Sue couldn't see anything of course. There was a large pad pressing over her eyes and some sort of strap pushing into her temple. She couldn't hear anything there were plugs deep in her ears. The gag plug seemed to be far lager it was now integrated as part of the hood. Sue’s jaw was painfully stretched to the point that it was numb. The hood felt tighter as if it was thicker or had multiple layers Sue was correct on both these guesses.   

Her legs were in a different position they were tightly held together a layer of thick rubber. Her legs were cocooned together it was much more comfortable than the previous position. The tight cocoon held Sue from her ankles to just over the waist of the Jacket. The binder was so thick and tight Sue could not have moved more than to wiggle her toes. The lower part of Sues legs and were completely immobilised all movement was physically impossible. Sue could only lay there in the tight binding she felt its unforgiving grip over her ass her waist and the diaper pushing in from all sides a rubber prison that had swallowed her whole world. Domina3X had fully encased Sue’s legs in the rubber binder using all her horrible programmed cunning to get it so very tight leaving the patient helpless ready for therapy.

Sue’s ankles were in some kind of stocks they were heavily padded and kept her in place. A wide rubber strap encircled the cocoon and sues waist another strap went under her breasts a third went over them a fourth and final strap held her head in place. Finally Domina3X spoke to Sue “time for more therapy”. A mechanical arm grabbed hold of Sues big toes and clipped them together quickly, Sues feet were completely immobilised then she felt a brush slowly tickle the inside of her foot then another brush joined it and another and another. Sue began so bite down as hard as she could on her gag then she began to squirm as much as her tight bindings would allow. Sue screamed and giggled into her gag she was very ticklish soon she was sobbing and weeping but the relentless machine did not stop. In space no one can hear you Scream.


